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HWBOT Launches OC-Esports Overclocking Platform
A NEXT GENERATION, COMMUNITY-DRIVEN, COMPETITIVE OC PLATFORM

February 11, 2015 - HWBOT.org, an Internet organization regulating international
overclocking competitions and rankings is proud to announce the launch of OC-Esports.io, a
new and improved web platform dedicated to competitive overclocking. The new platform is
a crucial step towards taking competitive overclocking to the next level as a communitydriven Esport and also introduces the concept of an 'Overclocking Season’.
"Today's launch marks the sixth revision of the HWBOT scoring and ranking system and the
beginning of a new era for competitive overclocking both online and offline," commented
Pieter-Jan Plaisier, HWBOT Project Manager. "The improved interface, tool set and ranking
system is a game changer for both overclocking and Esports, setting higher competitive
standards than previously possible."
Today's launch also introduces the idea of an Overclocking Season, a new concept that is
being launched with the OC-Esports platform where rankings and scores for overclockers
are not achieved over a lifetime, but as personal or team-based performance during a given
season.

OC-ESPORTS.IO - AN OC COMMUNITY EFFORT
After three months of extensive beta-testing the OC-Esports platform is now ready for action
and is officially launched for the kickoff of the 2015 overclocking season. HWBOT’s
worldwide enthusiast overclocking community participated in the beta phase of the platform,
testing every element of the platform with extensive bug reporting and incremental
improvements and revisions implemented over time.
The community's feedback has been crucial to the development of a number of improved
features that can now deliver a more stable and powerful solution to competitive
overclockers both online and offline.

During this extensive testing period, the OC-Esports.io platform has hosted prestigious
overclocking competitions that include the live finals of the MSI Master Overclocking Arena
(MOA) 2014 in Taipei, Taiwan and the live Europe Finals of the ASUS Open Overclocking
Cup (AOOC) 2014 in Moscow, Russia. A gradual transition from the previous competitive
platform hosted at HWBOT to the new OC-Esports.io platform was made, giving everyone
the opportunity to get their hands-on the new platform before the season starts.

OFFICIAL WORLD OVERCLOCKING RANKING
With the launch of the OCEsports platform, HWBOT
introduces the Official World
Overclocking Ranking and
the Official World OC Team
Ranking. Tailored to fit the
new seasonal structure, the
point system on OC-Esports
follows the same rhythm,
with accumulated point
counts being reset at the
start of every season.
Overclockers that compete throughout the season in various competitions earn points for
participation and ranking. For each type of competition the weight varies to reflect practical
and technical difficulty levels. From least to most heavily weighted:

•
•
•
•
•

Standalone online competitions
Online qualifiers for live tournaments
Standalone live competitions and events
Live qualifiers for live tournament finals
Live finals

As such, overclockers are rewarded by their merit in competitions grouped by difficulty. The
seasonal ranking is truly competitive as overclockers are valued by their performance,
competing directly against other overclockers.
More information on the points structure can be found here: http://oc-esports.io/#!/rankingsdetails.

SERIAL COMPETITIONS THROUGHOUT THE YEAR
With the introduction of the new platform and point structure, serialized competitions become
possible. Overclocking competitions from partners and sponsors can now be serialized so
that several contests can be tied together with accumulated scoring throughout the year and
an overall winner.

"Compete in our own Road to Pro or any other online OC contest. Distinguish yourself online
and offline, earn more points and become the seasonal champion."
The in-house hosted Road to Pro featuring the Pro OC and Challenger Series, is an
example of what is possible. Combining hardware division based competitions within an
seasonal structure to cater for more people across various hardware interests.
Discover the OC-Esports platform for yourself here: http://oc-esports.io/
You can also follow us on social media:
• Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ocesports.io
• Google+ : https://plus.google.com/114138471824344079862/about
• LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/hwbot
• YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCabB1jkhqCyUr_F3NJBFhLg
If you have any questions about the OC-Esports.io platform, HWBOT or any other
overclocking topics, please contact us: contact@oc-esports.io. For Press related enquiries,
please contact us at press@oc-esports.io

